
WAREHOUSE EXTENSIONS APP 
FOR DISTRIBUTORS
IMPROVE EFFICIENCIES IN YOUR WAREHOUSE WITH THIS APP FOR 
MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365.

ENAVATE’s Warehouse Extensions App simplifies and streamlines warehouse 
management for any company, including wholesale distributors, retailers and 
manufacturers. This App was designed after ENAVATE discovered recurring gaps in 
the standard functionality while implementing Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & 
Operations for clients.

With the Warehouse Extensions App, companies can:

PRINT LICENSE PLATE LABELS FROM THE WEB CLIENT
Core Dynamics 365 functionality allows companies to print license plate labels 
from just mobile devices within the warehouse. This App upgrades that to include 
other devices through the Dynamics 365 web interface.

PRINT LICENSE PLATE LABELS WITH NO ADDITIONAL MOVEMENTS
This feature allows users to create and print a new license plate label on demand 
without having to waste time processing an unnecessary inventory movement.

AUTOMATICALLY UPDATE PRODUCT RECEIPT AFTER PO WORK  
IS COMPLETE
This update allows a user to bypass the manual receipt of a purchase order, 
automating the product receipt when inventory is put away and all other work 
related to a purchase order is complete. This time-saving feature includes the 
ability to capture the packing slip number if required. 

POST PACKING SLIP IN SAME RUN AS SHIPMENT CONFIRMATION
Properly posting and printing a packing slip once pick work is complete has 
never been possible in standard Dynamics 365. This feature allows companies to 
post a packing slip for a shipment in the same run as a shipment confirmation as 
soon as all outbound work is completed. This also includes optional packing slips 
printed through the work audit template. 
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BATCH RELEASE TO WAREHOUSE FOR RESERVED ORDER QUANTITIES
Distributors currently cannot create a shipment only for reserve ordered quantities. This feature 
allows companies to release to warehouse for reserved ordered and physical reserved in a batch.

RELEASE TO WAREHOUSE FROM SALES ORDERS AND TRANSFER ORDER FORMS 
WITHOUT SETTING A RESERVED QUANTITY
Standard Dynamics 365 requires the inventory quantity to be physically reserved when released to 
warehouse. To automatically release to the warehouse, you must go outside of the standard sales 
order and transfer order forms. This feature removes a step and allows the user to do everything 
from the sales order or transfer order form without a set reserved quantity. 

CONFIRM SHIPMENT FROM WAVE/SALES ORDER/TRANSFER ORDER
This feature reduces the number of clicks required to confirm a shipment by allowing the user to 
do it directly from wave details, sales orders and transfer orders.

Enavate understands distribution. Enavate transforms wholesaler-distributors through Microsoft  
Dynamics 365 and AX technology. Equipped with experience, development credentials, deep knowledge 
of the wholesale distribution industry, and a reputation for disruptive innovation, Enavate helps  
distributors break through limitations in an increasingly crowded market. Learn more at enavate.com.
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